MUSIC SERVICES
COMPOSER
Music is the sound of emotion. Giving voice to emotions so that they may be heard and shared
is what I do. It is my joy as a composer to share that voice and help you connect with your
audience.
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ORCHESTRATOR
Orchestration: I work with composers to help bring their music to life when performed with an
orchestra or band. These music services include cleaning up midi files, making orchestration
decisions, and providing complete scores.
Orchestration requires attention to detail and knowledge of what an orchestra can perform
(usually sight-reading with time constraints).
MUSIC COPYING
Music Copying: Making sure that scores and parts are ready to play. We check for extraction or
transposition errors while ensuring that the rest of the score and details are correct. We'll get
everything to the recording sessions well in advance with music in hand and ready to play.
PRODUCTION
Music Production Library: Aside from the simple, well-thought-out moods and styles section,
there is a deep base of keywords related to those moods and styles. When selecting tracks from
the library, there are five basic emotions to guide your search:
●
●
●
●
●

Joy, Happiness, and Triumph
Humor and Fun
Fear, Anxiety, and Energy
Mystery and Fantasy
Sorrow, Pain, and Defeat

These emotions will help with your initial searches. You'll also be able to look through keywords,
descriptions, instrumentation, key, and tempo. Our music production is all about:
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MUSIC USAGE
You've come to the right place if you're looking for background production music for TV, Video,
and YouTube. You'll have three choices when selecting your music 1. Use something directly
from the library 2. There are many tracks from the library that we can mold to your liking 3. We
create a bespoke piece of music.
Our music has a sound that resonates with quality sound and never compromises musical
integrity. Browse the online production library or reach out if you have any questions.
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